FPP 20/20 Virtual Conference –
Introduction to the Virtual Escape Room Learning Activity (BETA Test)
An Introduction to “Edutainment,”
and the Going to College Without Debt –
An Escape (College Debt) Room!

LEARNING. INFLUENCE. CONNECTION. PARTNERSHIP. FPP.
A Thank You to FPP’s Funders

CenterState, Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase & Co., SunTrust Foundation, Wells Fargo, TD Bank, Synovus, Bank OZK, BBVA Compass, Comerica, Cities for Financial Empowerment Fund, Seacoast Bank, Valley, BankUnited, Regions, Florida Blue, In the pursuit of health

ELEVATING FINANCIAL CAPABILITY FOR ALL
A Thank You to FPP Virtual Engagement Sponsors

Florida Blue Foundation

Comerica Bank

ELEVATING FINANCIAL CAPABILITY FOR ALL
FPP 20/20 – Virtual AND Live Conference!

6 Virtual Conference Events
May 27 – 28 – 29
FPP Website > Events

Two Days of Immersive Learning,
Influence, Connection and Partnership
Tuesday, July 28 – Wednesday, July 29
Omni Orlando at Championsgate
Questions/Comments for Shared Learning
Florida Prosperity Partnership (FPP), Florida College Access Network (FCAN), and Florida Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators (FASFAA)

Preparing to Go to College Without Debt: An Escape (College Debt) Room!
Preparing to Go to College Without Debt: An Escape (College Debt) Room!
This is a BETA test!
The Escape Room Design Team would love feedback from you on your experience!
A Thank You to FPP Virtual Engagement Sponsors
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Special Consideration
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Omni Orlando at Championsgate
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Introduction to the Virtual Escape Room Learning Activity (BETA Test)
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An Escape (College Debt) Room!